
 

5O- Beckett- For working extremely hard in English and 

producing such fantastic work.  

5M- Oliver V- For putting such a great effort into his work 

during Reading Skills. 

5P- Ariana for being a resilient learner and for her 

great work in English/Reading skills. 

5J- Dolly- For being resilient in English and continuing to 

push herself regardless of the activity.  

Diary Dates: 

 Week beginning 11th November- Friendship/Anti-Bullying week  

 Friday 15th November- Children in Need. Please bring in £1.00 

 Saturday 16th November- Cross Country at Crystal Palace park 
 

Notices: 

 Please ensure that your child is reading every day, recording their comments in their Reading 

Diaries and is signed by an adult every week. This will be checked by your child’s class teacher 

every day and signed once a week.   

 Google Classroom codes: 

 5M Maths: rhl9fc, 5M English: ono2n0b  

 5O Maths: m18ydrk, 5O English: fetnidd 

 5P Maths: um0nku, 5P English: ylnb5zm 

 5J Maths: a4pyki, 5J English: pqiuhwz 

 

 

  
 

 

 

English: Cosmic 

 To use a variety of sentence types, including using 

compound sentences with subordinating/co-ordinating 

conjunctions, using complex sentences with a 

subordinate clause at the beginning/end and using 

complex sentences with relative clauses (incl. 

embedded clauses). 

Maths: Division  

 To divide 4 digit numbers by 1 digit number using a 

formal written method. 

 To divide 4 digit numbers by 1 digit number using a 

formal written method with remainders.  

 I can solve problems involving multiplication and 

division. 

 

Curriculum updates: 

IPC – To know about Frida Kahlo’s art 

and how Mexican culture has 

influenced her work. 

To understand how the key features 

related to the lives of people in the 

host country have influenced its local 

artists. 

Science – To be able to explore the 

effect that gravity has on objects and 

the different theories of gravity. 

R.E. – Pilgrimages- Christianity focus 

P.E. – Haka Dance 

French – Directions  

Computing – Scratch programming 

Celebration names! 


